We study the dynamical behaviour of simple graphs under the iterated application of the clique graph operator k, which transforms each ÿnite graph G into the intersection graph kG of its (maximal) cliques. The graph G is said to be clique divergent if the sequence of the orders o(k n G) of the iterated clique graphs of G tends to inÿnity with n, and G is said to have linear growth if this divergent sequence is bounded by a linear function of n. In this work, we introduce an important family of graphs (the clockwork graphs) which is closed under the clique operator and contains clique divergent graphs with strictly linear growth, i.e., o(k n G) = o(G) + rn, where r is any ÿxed positive integer. We apply our results to give examples of clique divergent graphs having non-strict linear growth.
Introduction
The clique graph kG of a graph G is the intersection graph kG = (C) of the family C of all the cliques (maximal complete subgraphs) of G: the vertices of kG are the cliques of G and two di erent cliques of G are adjacent in kG if and only if they share at least one vertex. The iterated clique graphs k n G are deÿned by k 0 G = G and k n+1 G = kk n G. The study of this challenging subject was initiated by Hedetniemi and Slater in [6] . We refer to [8] for the literature on iterated clique graphs.
Determining the dynamical behaviour of a given graph G under the iterates of the clique operator k can be very di cult. The main types of behaviour are eventual k-periodicity and k-divergence. Each graph exhibits one or the other, but not both.
The graph G is said to be eventually k-periodic if k n G ∼ = k m G for some pair n ¡ m. Hedetniemi and Slater [6] proved that for G connected, triangleless and with at least three points, k 2 G ∼ = G − {v | deg(v) = 1}. From this, it follows that all such graphs are eventually k-periodic of period 1 or 2. In [2] , Escalante generalized this last to the family of clique-Helly graphs and he also constructed examples of k-periodic graphs G of any period p ¿ 1. From the result in [6] it follows, for instance, that all trees are k-null, i.e., k n T = K 1 for some n. The graph G is k-divergent if the sequence o(k n G) tends to inÿnity with n. The ÿrst examples were obtained by Neumann-Lara: denote by O d the d-dimensional octahedron for d ¿ 3; then [2, 11] . The theory of expansive graphs and the retraction theorem [11, 12, 13] yielded a large family of k-divergent graphs, but all known examples at that time shared with the octahedra the superexponential nature of the growth of the sequence of the orders. The linear growth case is more amenable, and one usually gets more detailed information. For instance, in the superexponential growth case k n G is explicitly known only for the family of the octahedra, whereas one has that for all known graphs with linear growth (see [7] [8] [9] ).
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and study the family of the clockwork graphs. Our main result is Theorem 5.4: the clique graph of a clockwork graph is again a clockwork graph which can be explicitly described. Not all clockwork graphs are k-divergent, but when they are so they have linear growth. Finding families of graphs which are closed under k is a di cult problem but more than that is achieved in this work, since clockwork graphs have already proved to be important in tackling some other problems in iterated clique graphs: In [10] , they will be used to solve a problem of [5] relating the ÿxed point property for a ÿnite poset P and the behaviour of the iterated clique graphs of the comparability graph of P. In [3] , clockwork graphs will be useful in a question concerning the periods of a k-periodic graph G and its pared graph E(G), in the sense of [2] . Clockwork graphs also play a part in M.A. Pizaña's proof of the k-divergence of the icosahedron [14] : a problem that remained open for more than 20 years.
Each clockwork graph is made up of two induced subgraphs: the core subgraph and the crown subgraph. These are studied in Sections 2 and 4, respectively. Both the core and the crown subgraphs of a clockwork graph G are clique-Helly, so it is known [2] that none of them can be clique divergent on its own. It is the particular way in which they are connected inside G (segmented sum) that makes clique divergence possible. Segmented sums, introduced in Section 5, use the concept of a cyclic segmentation: a kind of structure that can be imposed on most core graphs and all crown graphs and is studied in Section 3. In Section 5, we introduce the clockwork graphs and prove our main result about them. In Section 6, we give an easy and complete characterization of clique divergence for a restricted family of clockwork graphs; even this subfamily is wide enough to include the graphs studied in [7] , the examples mentioned there without proof, and the forthcoming application of clockwork graphs in [14] .
The examples in this paper are few and simple, but from our general constructions it is very easy to obtain any quantity of examples. More meaningful examples of clockwork graphs will appear in [10, 3, 14] . Several kinds of objects (vertices, paths, segments) in this work will be considered as cyclically ordered and hence they will bear subindexes in some cyclic group Z n = {0; 1; : : : ; n−1}; when we perform arithmetic operations on these subindexes, they are of course to be understood as operations in that group.
Core graphs
For each natural number n ¿ 1, the cyclic digraphC n has vertices V (C n ) = Z n and arrows A(C n ) = {(v; v + 1) | v ∈ Z n }. For n ¿ 3, thisC n is just a special labelling and orientation of the cyclic graph C n , but for n = 1; 2 it cannot be interpreted as a graph since it would have a multiple edge for n = 2 and a loop for n = 1. Rather than distinguishing explicitly between C n andC n we will always write C n for n ¿ 1, using the orientation when it is needed. In the cases in which it is important that C n is a simple graph, we will make sure that n ¿ 3.
If v = w are vertices of C n , we will denote by P = [v; w], the (oriented) path in C n which starts at v and ends at w. If v = w, then P = [v; v] is the zero length path at vertex v. Consider a family F = (P v ) n−1 v=0 of paths in C n where each path is of the form P v = [v; (v)]; thus, F contains for each vertex v of C n a path P v starting at v and ending at some vertex (v). We will say that F is a core system if the following conditions hold: n3c : P u ∪ P v ∪ P w = C n for all u; v; w;
The condition n3c says that no three of the paths in F cover all the arcs of C n (it could well be that some three paths in F covered all the vertices of C n ) and psp says that any two paths in F must share their ending points if one of them is contained in the other.
By deÿnition, the core graph associated with a core system F is the intersection graph G = (F). Thus, the vertex set of G can be identiÿed with V (C n ) = Z n in such a way that two vertices u and v are adjacent in G if and only if u = v and the paths P u and P v share a common vertex. This last is equivalent to u ∈ P v or v ∈ P u (we prefer writing u ∈ P v instead of u ∈ V (P v )). Throughout this work, all core graphs G will be considered as endowed with a speciÿc core system F such that G = (F). We will refer to F as the core system which deÿnes G.
The most symmetrical examples of core graphs are obtained when all the paths P v have the same length. This is the case in which G is a power of the cycle C n . Our core graphs constitute a special family of proper circular-arc graphs. Circular-arc graphs and proper circular-arc graphs have proved to be important both in theory and in applications. For these graphs one can refer to [4] and the references cited therein. If we had not imposed the conditions n3c and psp on the family F, then the core graphs would be just all the circular-arc graphs. If we had imposed only the pseudo-properness condition psp and the weaker axiom n2c, then the class of all proper circular-arc graphs would have been obtained (see [4, Theorem 8:18] ). Every core graph is even a Helly proper circular-arc graph, but we do not know if every such graph is a core graph. However, the connection with the theory of circular-arc graphs will be immaterial for this work. The continuous version of condition n3c was introduced by Tucker [15] in his investigation of the chromatic numbers of circular-arc graphs. The following are equivalent formulations of the axiom psp:
The class of core graphs is closed under induced subgraphs: Proposition 2.1. If G = (F) is a core graph; then any non-empty induced subgraph H of G is again a core graph.
Proof. Paint red all the vertices of H , blue all the others, and let m ¿ 1 be the order of H . Identify the red vertices with the vertices of C m in such a way that the orientation of C m agrees with the cyclical order induced in V (H ) by the orientation of C n . For each red vertex x deÿne P x by P x = P x ∩V (H ). Using the identiÿcation V (H ) = V (C m ), each P x is a path P x = [x; (x)] in C m . For red vertices u and v we have that u and v are adjacent in G i u and v are adjacent in H i u ∈ P v or v ∈ P u , and this happens i u ∈ P v or v ∈ P u . Therefore, H ∼ = (F ) for the family of paths F = (P j ) m−1 j=0 in C m . Let us show that F is indeed a core system, i.e., it satisÿes psp and n3c.
In order to prove psp, assume that P u ⊆ P v for some red vertices u; v. This means that all the red vertices in P u lie in P v . On the other hand, u ∈ P v which implies, by psp , that [u; (v)] ⊆ P u and hence, from u onwards all red vertices of P v must be contained in P u . We conclude that the last vertex (u) of P u must be (v).
In order to prove n3c, suppose that P u ∪ P v ∪ P w = C m for some red vertices u; v; w. Then not only all red vertices of G, but all the edges of C m between consecutive red vertices of G are contained in P u ∪ P v ∪ P w . Since any edge of C n is in the path (in C n ) between some consecutive red vertices of G, it follows that P u ∪ P v ∪ P w = C n , which is a contradiction because F satisÿes n3c.
If F is the core system which deÿnes the core graph G and H is an induced subgraph of G, then we will always assume that the core graph H is deÿned by the core system F of the previous proof.
We use n3c instead of the weaker axiom n2c because of the following result.
Proposition 2.2. The cliques of a core graph G = (F) are the vertex-sets of the maximal paths in F.
Proof. This can be seen to be a consequence of Proposition 1 in [1, p. 33]: considering F as a hypergraph, it satisÿes the Helly property and its maximal edges coincide with the maximal edges of the dual hypergraph F * . However, the following is a more direct argument. By psp , the vertices of any path P v in F induce a complete subgraph of G. On the other hand, let Q be a non-empty complete subgraph of G and pick any vertex v ∈ Q. Let v + ∈ P v be the last element (in the order given by the arrows) of Q ∩ P v . Starting with v + + 1, successively inspect the vertices v + + 1, v + + 2; : : : ; until the ÿrst time that a vertex v − of Q is found. We claim that Q ⊆ P v − and this will ÿnish the proof. If
We say that a vertex u of a core graph G = (F) is covered by another vertex v = u if P u ⊂ P v . By psp, the last vertices of P u and P v must coincide if u is covered by v. If u is not covered by another vertex we say that u is uncovered. For instance, all the vertices in the powers of cycles of Example 2.1 are uncovered. Simple examples of covered and uncovered vertices will appear in the proof of Corollary 6.4. The uncovered vertices of G are precisely those vertices v such that P v is a maximal path in F, and thus the following holds because of Propositions 2.2 and 2.1.
is a core graph; then its clique graph kG is isomorphic to the subgraph G of G induced by the uncovered vertices. Moreover; kG is again a core graph.
It follows from the previous proposition that the clique graph of a core graph G has, at most, the same number of vertices as G, and that G is eventually clique invariant: there is a t ∈ N such that k t+s G ∼ = k t G for all s ∈ N. Since we are looking for graphs which can be clique divergent, we will need to combine the core graphs with the crown graphs of Section 4 in order to obtain the clockwork graphs which are our main objects of study. The speciÿc method of combination (segmented sum) will be introduced in Section 5 and will make use of the further structure (cyclic segmentation) which will be imposed on core graphs in the following section.
Cyclic segmentations
Let us ÿx a natural number s ¿ 3. A cyclic segmentation with s segments of a graph G is a partition G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 of V (G) satisfying the following three conditions: (i) each segment G i induces a non-empty complete subgraph of G, (ii) the edges joining di erent segments can only occur between consecutive segments (i.e., of the form G i and G i+1 ) and (iii) if s = 3; then no triangle of G meets every segment.
Most core graphs admit some cyclic segmentation. For cyclically segmented core graphs G we will always suppose that, as in the above example, the cyclic segmentation also satisÿes the following:
(iv) each segment is composed of consecutive vertices (f; f + 1; f + 2; etc) of C n under the identiÿcation V (G) = V (C n ), and (v) the segments are laid consecutively along the cycle C n , i.e. if l is the last vertex of the segment G i , then l + 1 is the ÿrst vertex of G i+1 .
For the rest of this section ÿx a core graph G = (F). Fix also a cyclic segmentation G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 of G. Notice that this ensures that n ¿ 3.
Recall from Proposition 2.1 that any non-empty induced subgraph H of G is again a core graph. The following lemma is easily veriÿed. Therefore, using the identiÿcation kG = G of Proposition 2.3, G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 is almost a cyclic segmentation of the core graph kG; the only problem that can occur is that some G i may be empty, i.e., that all the vertices in the original segment G i of G are covered. Nevertheless, it will turn out that when G is the core subgraph of a clockwork graph, there is another induced subgraph G of G which is even more important than G . The clique graph G will be contained in G , but this last will always be a cyclically segmented core graph because it will have at least one vertex from each segment G i of G.
If u ∈ V (G) and G i is that segment of G which contains u, we say that u is a strongly covered vertex if there exists a vertex v = u such that v ∈ G i and P u ⊂ P v , so u is covered by another vertex v in its same segment. Notice that the relation of strong covering among vertices depends not only on the core graph G and its deÿning core system F = (P v ) n−1 v=0 , but also on the given cyclic segmentation G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 . Every strongly covered vertex is covered, but the ÿrst vertex of a segment G i , even if it is covered, cannot be strongly covered. In fact, the ÿrst vertex of a segment is the only vertex of that segment that can be covered, but not strongly covered. Let us deÿne G as the subgraph of G induced by the vertices which are not strongly covered, i.e., the vertices v ∈ V (G) such that either v is uncovered or v is the ÿrst vertex of its segment. For each i = 0; 1; : : : ; s − 1, put G i = V (G ) ∩ G i . Then, from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain the following result. Proposition 3.2. The subgraph G of a cyclically segmented core graph G induced by those vertices which are not strongly covered is a cyclically segmented core graph with the above described segments G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 .
If G is deÿned by the core system F = (P x ), we have agreed to consider G as deÿned by the core system F = (P y ), where P y = P y ∩ V (C ) as in the proof of Proposition 2.1. In the same way, if G is segmented by G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 , we will always consider G as segmented by G 0 ; G 1 ; : : : ; G s−1 , where
Crown graphs
We say that a cyclically segmented graph G with s segments G i (satisfying only the conditions (i) -(iii), G is not a core graph) is a crown graph if G is not a cycle and the edges that join any segment G i with the next segment G i+1 form a perfect matching between these two segments.
It follows that all the segments G i of a crown graph G have the same cardinality r and that r ¿ 2. We call r the rank of the crown graph. The crown graphs are characterized by their number of segments s ¿ 3, their rank r ¿ 2, and (the conjugacy class of) their ÿrst-return permutation , which is deÿned as follows. Denote G 0 by G 0 = {0; 1; : : : ; r − 1} and pick any vertex i ∈ G 0 ; this vertex i has a unique neighbour i in G 1 , which in turn has a unique neighbour i in G 2 , etc. Continuing in this way we obtain, after s steps, a uniquely deÿned vertex i (s) in G 0 which is deÿned as (i). Notice that in case s = 3, the ÿrst-return permutation ∈ S r must leave no point ÿxed, for, otherwise, condition (iii) in the deÿnition of a cyclic segmentation would not be satisÿed.
It is quite clear how to construct a crown graph G = G(r; s; ) with any preassigned rank r ¿ 2, number of segments s ¿ 3, and ÿrst return permutation ∈ S r (without ÿxed points if s = 3). It is also easy to see that G(r; s; ) ∼ = G(r ; s ; ) if and only if r = r, s = s and is a conjugate of in the symmetric group S r .
Example 4.1. If p ¿ 3; any rank 2 crown graph with p segments has 2p vertices. If p ¿ 3, the ÿrst-return permutation can be either the identity 1 or the only non-identity element of S 2 , but for p = 3 the only possibility is = 1. The case in which = 1 if and only if p is even, will appear in Example 5.1.
For almost any crown graph, the cyclic segmentation G 0 ; : : : ; G s−1 is unique up to dihedral symmetry of the indices: for any other cyclic segmentation S 0 ; : : : ; S t−1 of the same graph we must have that s = t and S i = G (i) for all i, where the permutation ∈ S s induces an automorphism of the cyclic graph C s . The only exception is the cube, which has three essentially di erent cyclic segmentations.
The cliques of a crown graph G = G(r; s; ) are of two kinds: the s segments G i are the homogeneous cliques of G and the r · s non-homogeneous edges (i.e., edges not contained in a segment) are also cliques, to be called the non-homogeneous cliques of the crown graph.
Clockwork graphs
Suppose we are given two cyclically segmented graphs B and C, both with the same number s of segments. Let us denote by B i and C i the segments of B and C respectively (i = 0; 1; : : : ; s − 1). The following construction depends not only on the graphs B and C, but also on their given cyclic segmentations and on the order in which B and C are given. The segmented sum of B and C is the graph G = B ⊕ C obtained from the disjoint union B C by adding all possible edges joining a vertex in B i with one in C i or one in C i with one in B i+1 where i = 0; 1; : : : ; s − 1. The segmented sum G = B ⊕ C admits a cyclic segmentation (with the same number s of segments) given by G i = B i ∪ C i . A segmented sum G = B ⊕ C is said to be a clockwork graph if B is a crown graph and C is a core graph.
Example 5.1. Let p; q ∈ N, both greater than 2. Let B be the rank 2 crown graph with p segments as in 4.1. Consider the core graph C = C q−3 p(q−2) of Example 2.1 with the cyclic segmentation given in Example 3.1. It can be shown that the clockwork graph B ⊕ C is isomorphic to the graph G(p; q) deÿned in [7] .
Let G = B ⊕ C be any clockwork graph. We aim to show that the clique graph kG is again a clockwork graph which can be explicitly calculated.
For any vertex v ∈ V (B) consider the segment B i which contains v and the edge e v = {v; v } which joins v to a vertex v ∈ B i+1 . Then Q v = e v ∪ C i is a clique of G: indeed, e v is a clique of B and hence no new vertex from B can be added to Q v without losing completeness; on the other hand, the only vertices in C which could be neighbours of all the vertices in C i are those in C i+1 and those in C i−1 , but the former are not neighbours of v and the latter are not neighbours of v . It is also clear now that Q v is the only clique of G that contains the non-homogeneous edge e v of B. We will call these cliques of G the cliques of the ÿrst kind. The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. Therefore, B is a crown graph; we will refer to it as the crown subgraph of kG and we will always use its speciÿc cyclic segmentation given by B i = {Q v | v ∈ B i } for i = 0; 1; : : : ; s − 1. We will show that kG = B ⊕ C for some cyclically segmented core graph C (to be called the core subgraph of G). The vertices of C will be necessarily those cliques of G which are not in B, and they will come in two kinds: the second and the third.
The cliques of the second kind arise from the vertices of C which are not strongly covered. Let F = (P w ) n−1 w=0 be the core system which deÿnes C = (F). Consider any vertex w ∈ V (C) which is not strongly covered, and the complete set V (P w ) in C. There are two possibilities: either V (P w ) is a segment C i of C, or V (P w ) is contained in a union C i ∪ C i+1 and contains vertices from both segments. In any case, we deÿne the second-kind clique Q w by Q w = V (P w ) ∪ B i+1 . We know that B i+1 is always a (homogeneous) clique of the crown graph B and, since the only possible vertices of C that could be added to V (P w ) without losing completeness lie in C i−1 and are not neighbours of the vertices in B i+1 ; Q w is always a clique of G = B ⊕ C. Since Q w does not contain any non-homogeneous edge of B, we have that Q w ∈ B. Recalling that C is the subgraph of C induced by the vertices which are not strongly covered, one can easily check the following.
Lemma 5.2. The assignation w → Q w deÿnes a graph isomorphism from C onto the subgraph of kG induced by the second-kind cliques Q w ; w ∈ V (C ).
The cliques of the third kind arise from some of the homogeneous cliques B i of B, depending on a condition that may or may not be satisÿed by the corresponding segments C i of C. We say that the segment C i of the cyclically segmented core graph C is a bad segment if it contains a vertex v ∈ C i such that C i+1 ⊂ V (P v ). Accordingly, no vertex of a good segment C i can be a neighbour of all the vertices of the next segment C i+1 .
Whenever the segment C i of C is good, we deÿne the third-kind clique Q i of G to be Q i = B i+1 ∪ C i+1 . This is indeed a clique of G = B ⊕ C even if C i+1 is not a clique of C, because the fact that C i is good ensures that the only vertices of C which could be neighbours of all the vertices of C i+1 lie in C i+2 , and they are not neighbours of the vertices in B i+1 . It is clear that a clique of the third kind cannot be of the ÿrst or of the second kind, and that the cliques of the third kind form an independent set of vertices of kG.
We deÿne the core subgraph C to be the subgraph of kG induced by all the cliques of the second and third kinds. Recall from Proposition 3.2 that C is a cyclically segmented core graph with segments C i = {w ∈ V (C ) | w ∈ C i }. By the isomorphism in Lemma 5.2, the subgraph H of C induced by the second-kind cliques is a cyclically segmented core graph with segments H i = {Q w ∈ V (H ) | w ∈ C i }. If Q i is a clique of the third-kind, then the vertices of H which are neighbours of Q i are precisely those in H i ∪ H i+1 . The following result will then imply that C is a cyclically segmented core graph. Proof. Let t be number of elements of J , and let H be given as H = (F), where
w=0 is a core system of paths in C n as in Section 2. Let us consider an injection : Z n → Z n+t such that on any segment H i = {f i ; f i + 1; : : : ; f i + p i = l i } the -images are consecutive (i.e., (f i + z) = (f i ) + z for z = 0; 1; : : : ; p i ) and the image (l i + 1) of the ÿrst vertex l i + 1 = f i+1 of H i+1 is either (l i ) + 2 or (l i ) + 1, depending on whether i ∈ J or not. Thus, we have space to intercalate (v i ) between (H i ) and (H i+1 ) whenever i ∈ J and becomes a bijection :
of paths in C n+t such that H = (F ). For the vertices (v i ) with i ∈ J , we put P (vi) = { (v i )} ∪ (H i+1 ). For each vertex of the form (w) with w ∈ V (H ), look at the path P w in F and its -image (P w ). If (P w ) is a path in Z n+t we put P (w) = (P w ), except for the case in which w = f i is the ÿrst vertex of a segment H i with i ∈ J , in which case we put
is not a path in Z n+t this must be because it jumps over a vertex of the form (v i ) with i ∈ J , so we add this vertex to (P w ) to obtain P (w) . It is now easy to verify that H = (F ) and that F satisÿes the requirements psp and n3c of Section 2 for a core system. Proving that the sets H i given in the statement satisfy the conditions (i) -(v) of Section 3 is also straightforward. Therefore, C is indeed a cyclically segmented core graph with segments C 0 ; : : : ; C s−1 given by
The following is our main result.
Theorem 5.4. Let G = B ⊕ C be a clockwork graph. Let B be the subgraph of kG induced by the cliques of the ÿrst kind; and C the subgraph induced by the cliques of the second and third kinds. Then; with the segmentations ( B i ) and ( C i ) already described; kG is the segmented sum kG = B ⊕ C. In particular; kG is again a clockwork graph.
Proof. Let us show ÿrst that V (kG) = V ( B) ∪ V ( C). Let Q be any clique of G. If Q contains some non-homogeneous edge e v = {v; v } of B (say v ∈ B i and v ∈ B i+1 ) we already know that Q must be a clique Q = Q v of the ÿrst kind. Suppose now that Q does not contain any non-homogeneous edge of B.
Since Q cannot have vertices from both B i and B i+1 the ÿrst case reduces to the second and we can assume that Q ⊆ C i ∪ B i+1 ∪ C i+1 . If Q contains some vertex of C i , let w be the ÿrst element of Q ∩ C i . In this case, Q is contained in the complete set P w ∪ B i+1 and then we must have Q = P w ∪ B i+1 because Q is a clique. Furthermore, the vertex w cannot be strongly covered, because otherwise we would have a vertex w ∈ C i such that P w would be properly contained in P w and hence Q would be properly contained in the complete set P w ∪ B i+1 , which is a contradiction. Thus we see that if Q contains some vertex of C i , then Q is a clique Q = Q w = P w ∪ B i+1 of the second kind. In the remaining case Q ⊆ B i+1 ∪ C i+1 and, since this latter is complete in G = B ⊕ C, we have that Q = B i+1 ∪ C i+1 . The segment C i must be a good segment of C, because otherwise there would exist a vertex v ∈ C i such that C i+1 ⊂ V (P v ), and then Q would be strictly contained in the complete set V (P v )∪B i+1 . Thus we see that in the remaining case Q is a clique Q = Q i = B i+1 ∪C i+1 of the third-kind. Now let i ∈ {0; 1; : : : ; s − 1} and let Q v be any ÿxed element of B i . The proof will be complete when we show that the neighbours of Q v in C are precisely the elements of
be any clique of the second-kind. Then w ∈ C j and V (P w ) ⊆ C j ∪C j+1 . Since Q v ∩Q w = ∅ if and only if e v ∩B j+1 = ∅ or C i ∩V (P w ) = ∅, we see that Q v ∩ Q w = ∅ if and only if j + 1 ∈ {i; i + 1} or i = j or (i = j + 1 and V (P w ) ∩ C j+1 = ∅). Since these latter conditions boil down to j = i or j = i−1, we conclude that Q v ∩Q w = ∅ if and only if w ∈ C i−1 ∪ C i , i.e., if and only if Q w ∈ C i−1 ∪ C i . On the other hand, let Q j = B j+1 ∪ C j+1 be any clique of the third kind. Once again,
We can sum up our ÿndings up to now by saying that if G = B ⊕ C is a clockwork graph, then its clique graph kG = B ⊕ C is again a clockwork graph, where the crown subgraph B can be taken to be B = B (with the same segmentation) and the core subgraph C can be obtained from C in the following two steps:
(i) First, delete all the strongly covered vertices of C and call C the subgraph of C induced by the remaining vertices. As in Proposition 3.2, C is a cyclically segmented core graph with segments
(ii) C is obtained by adding, for each good segment C i of C, a new vertex i at the end of the segment C i of C , and making i a neighbour of all the vertices in C i ∪C i+1 . As in Proposition 5.3, C is a cyclically segmented core graph with segments C 0 ; C 1 ; : : : ; C s−1 given by C i = C i ∪ {v i } if C i is good and C i = C i otherwise.
We also know that as a core graph C is the intersection graph C = (( P x )) of the core system ( P x ) which is obtained, starting with the paths P x which deÿne C, as follows. First the paths deÿning C as a core graph are, as in Proposition 2.1, P x = P x ∩V (C ) for each not strongly covered vertex x of C. Now, if the segment C i of C is good, enlarge each path P x with x ∈ C i to P x = P x ∪{ i } and set P i = { i }∪C i+1 . If the segment C j of C is bad, C j receives no new vertex, and we set P x = P x for each vertex x in C j .
The case C = C
We will characterize, in this section, those clockwork graphs G = B ⊕ C which are clique divergent in the case in which C = C, that is, in the case in which no vertex of C is strongly covered. We will assume that the core subgraph C is given as C = (F) for the core system F = (P v ) n−1 v=0 of paths in C n .
The following result holds for arbitrary clockwork graphs.
Proposition 6.1. Let G = B ⊕ C be any clockwork graph; and let kG = B ⊕ C be the decomposition of kG as in Theorem 5:4. Consider any segment C i of C; and the segment C i−1 of C. Then; C i is a good segment of C if and only if C i−1 is a good segment of C. In particular; the number of good segments of C equals the number of good segments of C.
Proof. If C i is good, there is a new (third-kind) vertex Q i at the end of C i , and no vertex in C i−1 is a neighbour of Q i , so C i−1 must be good. If C i is bad, then C i consists just of the second-kind cliques Q w such that w ∈ C i . We will show that C i−1 is bad by considering two cases. If C i−1 is good, then the new vertex Q i−1 of C i−1 is a neighbour of all the vertices in C i , and then C i−1 is bad. In the second case C i−1 is bad, and by deÿnition there is a vertex v ∈ C i−1 such that C i ⊂ P v . Let us take a vertex w ∈ V (C) such that P v ⊆ P w and P w is maximal. Then, w ∈ C i−1 , for otherwise it would follow that there is a triangle of C with vertices in three segments. Then, the second-kind clique Q w is in C i−1 and it is a neighbour of all the vertices in C i , so C i−1 is bad also in the second case.
Let us focus now on the case C = C. With this assumption, the isomorphisms of Lemmata 5:1 and 5:2 give us a full embedding : G → kG, and then G can be identiÿed with an induced subgraph of kG. We will consider the decomposition kG = B ⊕ C of the previous section. Let us call old those vertices of kG which lie in the image of : these correspond to the cliques of the ÿrst and second kind of G and induce in kG a subgraph isomorphic to G. Then the new vertices of kG are those corresponding to the third-kind cliques of G. Recall that if the segment C i of C is good, then there is a new vertex at the end of the segment C i of C. The passage from G to kG is thus particularly simple in our case C = C: it is achieved by just adding a new vertex at the end of each good segment C i of C and making it a neighbour of all the old vertices in
The family of all the clockwork graphs for which C = C is also closed under the clique graph operator k as stated in the following: Proposition 6.2. Let G = B⊕C be a clockwork graph and suppose that C = C. Then the clockwork graph kG = B ⊕ C also satisÿes C = C.
Proof. We need to show that no vertex in the core subgraph C of kG is strongly covered.
First, let (u) ∈ V ( C) be an old vertex, and assume that (u) lies in the segment C i of C. If (u) were strongly covered, there would exist another old vertex (v) ∈ C i such that u = v and P (u) ⊂ P (v) . Indeed, even if there existed a new vertex ∈ C i , it would not be possible that P (u) ⊆ P because (u) ∈ P = { } ∪ (C i+1 ). Since P (u) and P (v) are respectively equal to (P u ) ∪ { } and (P v ) ∪ { } or (P u ) and (P v ), according to the existence or non-existence of a new vertex in C i , from P (u) ⊂ P (v) it would follow that P u ⊂ P v and thus u would be a strongly covered vertex of C.
Consider now a new vertex of C, say ∈ C i . If were strongly covered, there would exist an old vertex (w) ∈ C i such that P ⊂ P (w) . Then we would get { } ∪ (C i+1 ) ⊂ { } ∪ (P w ) and then C i+1 ⊆ P w , which contradicts the fact that C i is a good segment of C.
Since in our case C = C the number of vertices in kG is the number of vertices in G plus the number of good segments of C, the following result follows immediately from Propositions 6.2 and 6.1: Theorem 6.3. Let G = B ⊕ C be a clockwork graph and suppose that the core subgraph C satisÿes C = C. Call r the number of good segments of C. Then G is clique divergent if and only if r ¿ 0. Furthermore; if this is the case; G is a clique divergent graph with strictly linear growth and growth rate r; indeed; o(k n G) = o(G) + nr for all n ¿ 0.
Notice that the previous Theorem only uses from Proposition 6.1 the fact that the numbers of good segments in the core subgraphs of a clockwork graph and its clique graph are the same. However, using the full information provided by Proposition 6.1, one can observe the nice phenomenon from which clockwork graphs have got their name. This phenomenon can be best appreciated in our case where C = C and with the additional hypothesis that there is just one good segment, say C 0 , in C. Let us draw G in such a way that the vertices of C lie in a circle and their cyclic order corresponds to the counterclockwise orientation of that circle. At the ÿrst application of the clique operator, the segment with index 0 gains a new vertex. At the second application, the segment which gains a new vertex is that with index 1, and so on. At each successive iteration of k some segment gains a new vertex, and that segment is the clockwise neighbour of the segment that gained a new vertex at the previous iteration.
It was observed in [7] that even if the techniques in that paper ensure only the existence of strictly linear growth, k-divergent graphs for growth rates r ¿ 3, the growth rates r = 1 and r = 2 can also be realized. Of course, this is now an easy consequence of Theorem 6.3. Let us recall the examples mentioned in [7] .
Let B be the rank 2 crown graph with 3 segments. Let F 1 and F 2 be the core systems in C 3 deÿned by [2; 2] ). For i = 1; 2, let the core graph C i = (F i ) be cyclically segmented by {0}; {1}; {2}, and let G i = B ⊕ C i . It is trivial to check that G 1 and G 2 are isomorphic to their namesakes in [7] , where the following was stated without proof.
Corollary 6.4. The graphs G 1 and G 2 are clique divergent graphs with strictly linear growth and growth rates 2 and 1; respectively.
Proof. The only covered vertex of C 1 is 1, but the covering is not strong because 0 and 1 lie in di erent segments, so we have C 1 = C 1 . The segments (C 1 ) 1 = {1} and (C 1 ) 2 = {2} of C 1 are good, but (C 1 ) 0 = {0} is bad because (C 1 ) 1 = {1} ⊂ P (1) 0 . Since C 1 has only two good segments we get from Theorem 6.3 that G 1 is a clique divergent graph with strictly linear growth and growth rate 2.
For C 2 we have again that C 1 = C 1 , but now C 1 has only one good segment and so the growth rate of G 2 is one.
Concluding remark
Our clique divergent clockwork graphs G, as well as the examples in [7] [8] [9] , not only have linear growth, but even enjoy a stronger property: o(k n G) is indeed a linear polynomial in n. This is not always the case. We will show below that there exists a graph H such that o(k n H ) = 6n + 54 for even n and o(k n H ) = 9n + 81 for odd n. Thus, H is clique divergent and o(k n H ) is bounded from above by the linear polynomial 9n + 81, but o(k n H ) is not a linear function of n. In order to construct the graph H we use the strong product of graphs. Recall from [11, 7] that for graphs L 1 and L 2 the strong product
for each n ¿ 0. Thus, we deÿne H as the strong product H = L 1 L 2 where L 1 = K 3; 3 is the complete, balanced bipartite graph of order 6, and L 2 = G 2 is the linear growth clockwork graph of order 9 of Corollary 6.4. Since L 1 does not have triangles or terminal edges, k 2 L 1 ∼ = L 1 by the result of Hedetniemi and Slater [6] mentioned in the introduction. We have o(k n L 1 ) = 6 for even n and o(k n L 1 ) = 9 for odd n. Since o(k n L 2 ) = n + 9 for all n, it follows that o(k n H ) is 6n + 54 for even n and 9n + 81 for odd n. This graph H is also an example of a clique divergent graph such that the sequence of the orders of the iterated clique graphs is not increasing: if n is odd, then o(k n+1 H )− o(k n H ) = − (3n + 21); in particular, the sequence (o(k n H )) tends to inÿnity with n but it exhibits arbitrarily large drops.
As mentioned in the introduction, further applications of clockwork graphs will appear in forthcoming papers [10, 3, 14] .
